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Report to Grant Sponsor from Investigator: 

We initially set out to determine the proportions of different types of T-lymphocytes, a cell of the 
immune system that plays a role in killing diseased cells (whether those are infected or cancerous), 
that are present in the blood of healthy dogs. We identified a process that worked reliably. This 
evaluation revealed that memory cells, a type of T-lymphocytes that are key to the body’s ability to kill 
cancer cells, are not present in sufficiently high numbers in blood from normal healthy dogs to be able 
to study them without additional experimental manipulation. 

To collect more of these memory T-cells, we stimulated blood cells in a culture dish. This process 
increased the numbers of memory T-cells, so that we could collect them for further analysis; however, 
we must repeat this experiment a few more times to make sure that the process is reliable, and the 
results can be interpreted with a high level of certainty. 

Next steps are (1): to collect enough of the different types of lymphocyte cells using the proven 
process; (2) to use these collected cells to establish an immune pattern specific to each type of 
lymphocyte; (3) to establish an immune pattern for dog bone cancer cells that live in a culture dish; 
and (4) to compare these patterns to similar data from bone cancer tumors so that we learn more 
about the immune cells present in dog bone cancers. This will help us better understand the immune 
system in these tumors, so we can use it to fight bone cancers. 
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